Speakers:

Jiren Sun, BDS PhD Student: “Statistical Methods for Analyzing Stepped Wedge Cluster Randomized Trials: A Selective Review”
Mentor: Jiwei Zhao

Parth Khatri, BDS PhD Student: “Comparing Normalization Methods for Spatial Transcriptomics”
Mentor: Christina Kendziorski

Nathan Kolbow, Statistics Biostatistics PhD Student: “Random Sample Network Consensus”
Mentor: Claudia Solis-Lemus

Wallance Wei, BDS PhD Student: “Prediction performance comparison between absolute abundant data and relative abundant data in microbial community”
Mentor: Guanhua Chen

Colin Longhurst, BDS PhD Student: “Hierarchical models for polychotomous data: Examining medical study participation in African Americans”
Mentor: Rick Chappell